Answer Key: Academic Reading Practice Test 2

Reading Passage 1: Improvising

1. YES 5. NO 10. water and oxygen
2. NO 6. NO 11. colour
3. NOT GIVEN 7. YES 12. cyclone / Great Red Spot
4. NO (the whole passage indicates that he was taken seriously) 8. Hubble Space Telescope
9. carbon monoxide

TEST 23 ANSWERS

Reading Passage 2: Music Production

13. B 17 & 18. a pink suit, a skirt (order not important) 22. D
15. & 16. nuns, the poor, hippies (order not important, but must have two) 24. F
20. E 25. D

Reading Passage 3: Writing a Public Speech

27. 1903 31. D 35. NG 39. D
29. 1913 33. A 37. A 41. A
30. early 1920s 34. C 38. A 42. C

Answer Key: Academic Reading Practice Test 3

Reading Passage 1: Improvising with a Public Speaking

1. B 5. C 9. NOT GIVEN 13. 60%
2. C 6. NO 10. YES
3. A 7. YES 11. NO
4. D 8. NOT GIVEN 12. stimulation

Reading Passage 2: Permanence and Change in Technological and Industrial

15. D 19. 6 23. SK-1 27. DW
18. 10 kl / 63 barrels 22. DW 26. PW

Reading Passage 3: Changes in Change

29. Tucson 33. principles 38. A
30. Mexico 34. methodology 39. A
31. standardised coding form 35. landfills 40. A & F
32. census 36. A (must have both)
37. B (must have both)

41. D & K
42. J & L
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